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According to the Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association handbook of Yearbook 
Fundamentals, the best yearbooks are:	

•  According to the Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association handbook of Yearbook 
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•  follow journalistic standards for writing, 
design, photography, law and ethics	
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need to be taught	

Our yearbook staff met 4 hours a week 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Meets only once in a 6 day 













Staff needed to learn skills 




Staff needed to learn skills 
outside of class time	

Needed an avenue outside of 






















































began using the site in August, 
2012	

Purpose of this 
ID Project:	





















Instructors who have limited 
class time	








Instructors who have limited 
class time	

who cannot scale back the 
workload	

need to produce a product such 



















Instructional and Design 
Strategies 
 
The Design of the Website	

Methods:  
Instructional and Design 
Strategies 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identified 18 skills that students 
should have by the end of the 
course	





considered our production schedule and deadlines	

Methods:  Instructional and Design Strategies	

built the scope and sequence 
of the class	

Methods:  Instructional and Design Strategies	






Methods:  Instructional and Design Strategies	

Characteristics of Effective Learning Websites:   




content menu that allows a non-linear interaction	

appears on every page of the site	

Characteristics of Effective Learning Websites:   




Navigation mirrors the Scope and Sequence	

Scope and Sequence Coordinates with our 
Production Schedule	






Content is only a click or two away	

Characteristics of Effective Learning Websites:   
Format differentiates Instructional Events 
	

Headers, fonts, and graphics help viewers orient 
themselves in the website.	

Pages in each section have the same photographic 
header.	






Website is a portal for students to interact with 
classmates, editors, and instructor outside of class.	

Characteristics of Effective Learning Websites:   




Links that take the viewer outside of the website or 
































































Data Collection:  
Survey	
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Data Collection:  
Survey	














Data Collection:  
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10 short scenarios that asked 













































































































The website helped them be 











The website helped 
collaboration between 	










In general, students 
responded positively to 




























Majority still felt that 
more class time was 
needed, and suggested 
that we meet twice a 





Results:  Talk-aloud Interviews	

Results:  Talk-aloud Interviews	

All completed nearly all of the 
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However, each respondent had 


















Implications:    
Data Supports Previous Research 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availability of materials online promoted student 
satisfaction	

Implications: Data Supports Previous Research 
	






Respondents were less emphatic 





Respondents were less emphatic 
about whether the site helped 
collaboration	

Voluntary Editors used the website 




Respondents were less emphatic 
about whether the site helped 
collaboration	

Voluntary Editors used the website 
inconsistently, or not at all	

A learning tool still needs active, 




Pervasive perception that there 







Pervasive perception that there 





































Work outside of class 
















Work outside of class 
should be proportional  





















One student couldn’t find a slideshow on the welcome page, 





The other two students puzzled over a scenario that asked 
them to find a particular handout. They were unsure of what 







Is the problem with the website, or with the wording of the 


























When a website is designed using characteristics of effective 







Online resources do not entirely compensate for limited face-to-
face time.	

Other factors, such as course schedule, student perceptions of 










What can be done to extend learning and productivity outside of class?	

	

Remaining 
Questions for 
Further 
Research	

Thanks for watching!	

Questions or Feedback?	

